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ABSTRACT 	  
Kettles have distinct forms that relate to the initial burial depth of the ice, the 
sediment surrounding kettles, and the mode of ice emplacement.  The conversion 
between a buried ice mass to a present day kettle has not been pursued in detail.  This 
research clarifies the series of changes that take place during this transition and provides 
a mean for quantifying the volume of transfer of material into the void.   John’s Pond, 
located in Mashpee, Massachusetts was chosen as a case study site for application of two 
methods for determining this because of its collapse origin and straightforward glacial 
history.  The results may benefit future paleoglaciological and hydrological investigation 
through its exploration of the impact buried ice has on landscape and subsurface 
morphology. 
 The research problems were addressed using conceptual and mathematical 
models, GIS, and a physical model.  This case study simplified John’s Pond into northern 
and southern sections after delineating the perimeter of the collapse kettle using contour 
lines that follow the edge of the original sand plain as a guide.  The conceptual and 
mathematical models were applied in three dimensions, using integration to obtain 
numerical solutions for original kettle volume, apparent kettle volume, and basin fill 
volume.  The GIS-based model combined the volumes of three digital elevation models 
(DEM’s) to arrive at total basin volume.  The DEM’s were created for the land surface 
leading up to the pond, the bathymetry map, and an isopach map of sediment thickness.  
Original kettle volume, apparent kettle volume, and basin fill volume were also computed 
from the DEM’s.  The numerical and GIS-based volume analyses yielded similar results.  
In each, the original and apparent kettle volume data showed low variability.  This was 
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reflected by the close range values, relatively small standard deviation(s), and the low % 
difference between samples.  The range and distribution of the basin fill volume data was 
considerably larger, but it was not harmful to the quality of the results because basin fill 
represented a small part of original kettle volume.  A physical model was created in order 
to observe, measure, and record the hillslope ice block edge effect.  It examines the how 
the location of the underground ice mass affects the development of the slope profile 
inside the collapse kettle.  The ice block edge effect simulations provided a method for 
predicting stratigraphic discontinuities under the hillslopes that build out into collapse 
kettles.  97% of the data indicated that the midpoints of hillslopes are aligned with the 
edges of buried ice masses. 
 The digital elevation model layers were used to reconstruct the geometry of the 
paleo ice mass, operating under the assumption that the bottom of the ice was relatively 
flat, and the topography of the ice block surface was somewhat irregular.  The output 
reflected an inverse relationship of ice thickness to present day pond bathymetry, in the 
form of an isopach map of paleo ice thickness.   
 The void created through ablation of stagnant ice can be constrained using the 
approaches utilized by this study because they converge on roughly the same answer.	   
The conceptual and mathematical models are detailed and help clarify the complex 
relationships between variables even though they were limited by sediment thickness 
data, the mathematics, and the number of cross sections analyzed.  Future research will 
involve improved resolution of mathematical models and continued exploration of 
deformation structures beneath collapse kettles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 There is great value in continuing the research of glacial kettles due to their 
inherent cultural, historical, and scientific significance.  They are the most common type 
of lake-containing depression that is related to the deglaciation of a region.  The most 
obvious signal of society’s interest in kettles are the thousands of housing developments 
built around them.  Less obvious are the many connections between flooded kettles and 
U.S. history.  Boating, fishing, and wild rice harvesting practices have endured since 
human reoccupation of lands in the northern United States after the retreat of continental 
glaciers.	  	  This is based upon on the assumption that the Ojibwa people have been 
harvesting “manoomin” wild rice from kettle lakes in Minnesota for thousands of years 
before colonial settlers arrived.  Also, colonial-era historians note that the early settlers of 
New England relied on kettles as a main source of clean drinking water, ice and 
cranberries.   
Charles Whittlesey, a multifaceted member of the first Ohio Geological Survey, is 
credited as being first to scientifically interpret a buried-ice origin for the term 
(Whittlesey, 1860; White, 1964).  Kettles are often confused with some alternative forms 
such as moulins (Fairbridge, 1968), supraglacial lakes (Benn, et al., 2001), pingo scars 
(Porsild, 1938; Mackay, 1979; 1988; De Gans, 1988), palsa scars (Seppälä, 1982; 1986; 
1988; Nelson, et al., 1992; Harris, 1998), and thermokarst hollows (Carter, 1987; Burn, 
1992).  Outside of polar environments other miscellaneous natural features such as 
sinkholes, meteorite craters, blowouts, and extinct calderas (Branney and Gilbert, 1995) 
can resemble kettles.  Abrasion-caused giant kettles (Fr. marmites; Ger. riesentöpfe) form 
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when streams excavate cavities into rock or glacial deposits (Charlesworth, 1957).  Also, 
isolated depressions may appear similar to human-made features such as livestock 
watering holes and/or construction pits.  What all of these features have in common is 
that they produce closed depressions in the land surface, a characteristic that leads to the 
misuse of terminology. 
The modern definition of the word “kettle” is reserved solely for moraine hollows 
and cavities formed in glacial sediment through the ablation of buried, stagnant glacier 
ice blocks.  This word evolved from the original Anglo-Saxon term (Fairbridge, 1968) 
historically used for describing several types of depressions in the land surface.  This 
resulted in the development of synonyms such as giant’s cauldron, kame terrace, kettle 
basin, kettle pond, kettle lake, lakelets, pit lake, pot, and potash kettle.  Webster’s II New 
Riverside University Dictionary (1994) supports this with several colorful descriptions of 
the word including: (1) A metal pot, usually with a lid, for boiling or stewing, (2) a 
teakettle,  (3) a kettledrum, (4) a depression left in a mass of glacial drift, possibly formed 
by the melting of an isolated block of glacial ice, and (5) a pothole.  The AGI online 
Glossary of Geology defines them as: “a steep-sided, usually basin- or bowl-shaped hole 
or depression, commonly without surface drainage, in glacial-drift deposits (esp. outwash 
and kame fields), often containing a lake or swamp; formed by the melting of a large, 
detached block of stagnant ice (left behind by a retreating glacier) that had been wholly 
or partly buried in the glacial drift.  Kettles range in depth from about a meter to tens of 
meters, and in diameter to as much as 13 km”.  
Based on this definition, kettles have morphologically distinct forms (Figure 1) 
that relate to the initial burial depth of the ice block(s), the sediment surrounding kettles,  
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FIGURE 1 - Distinctions between the three varieties of glacial kettles.  A: Ice protrudes 
from the base of the drift to the land surface, ablates, and leaves behind an open cavity.  
B: Stagnant buried ice melts away leaving a collapse kettle on the land surface above the 
former position of the ice mass.  C and D: Flood-rafted (mobile) ice blocks are lodged in 
sediment producing landforms structurally similar to A and B. (Modified from Flint, 
1971, Fig. 8-6). 
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the amount of sediment contained within the ice blocks (Maizels, 1977; 1992), and the 
mobility of the ice masses.  This is based upon Flint’s, (1971) revisions of Fuller’s (1914) 
classification scheme.  This report will adopt Flint’s approach and refer to them 
separately as collapse kettles, flanking kettles, and kettle-holes.  Of principal concern to 
this study are collapse kettles.  Collapse kettles develop from subsidence as residual, 
underlying ice masses (Rich, 1943) or independent ice blocks melt (Sanford, 1959; 
McDonald and Shilts, 1975; Maizels, 1977).  The ice is covered over by a veneer of 
sediment that often fractures, faults, folds, (Sanford, 1959; McDonald and Shilts, 1975) 
and slumps (Koteff and Pessl, 1981) during collapse.  Flanking kettles develop when the 
sides of a massive stationary, emergent ice block protrude above the land surface and are 
partially buried by meltwater deposits.  Rims may develop around the melting ice if the 
ice-sediment concentration is high and the meltwater drainage pattern is radial to semi-
radial in shape (Fuller, 1914; Maizels, 1977).  Kettle-holes develop when small rafted ice 
blocks are dropped in place and either partially or completely buried with meltwater 
sediment (Maizels, 1977; 1992; Fay, 2001; 2002; Dickson and Head, 2006).  Depending 
on the degree of ice burial below the land surface, they can produce morphological 
similarities to either of the previously described varieties.  The key difference is that 
kettle-hole-forming ice blocks are transported onto the surface of an outwash plain, while 
the other two evolve from stationary ice masses that break away from the snout of the 
glacier (Rich, 1943; Flint, 1971).  Kettle-holes are related to iceberg lodging or glacial 
lake outburst floods (GLOF’s) and are of limited application to this study.   
The volume of a kettle is related to the size(s) of ice blocks and the processes that 
bury them.  Collapse kettles require whole burial of the ice mass within glacial drift and 
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the original ice volume should be an approximate representation of the maximum size of 
the kettle.  This is because it is a physically closed system that is contained below the 
land surface and obeys the law of conservation of mass.  Conversely, flanking kettles 
represent the minimum ice block size(s) because the original ice dimensions are not 
restricted to the land surface, protruding an unknown distance above it.  The system is 
considered open because some volume of the ice can escape as meltwater streams during 
cavity development. 
J.B. Woodworth first ascribed this idea over 120 years ago (1893).  His curiosity 
led him to a conceptual model that approximated the maximum dimensions of the 
collapse kettle forming ice blocks that were once buried beneath the sand plains of New 
England.  In An Attempt to Estimate the Thickness of the Ice blocks which Gave Rise to 
Lakelets and Kettle-holes, he asserts that “This explanation is satisfactory for all the 
examples which have been studied, and it now seems desirable to go a step further and to 
inquire into the dimensions of these outliers of the ice.  The length and breadth of the 
detached ice-masses are approximately indicated by the corresponding dimensions of the 
existing depressions.  The level of the bottom of the ice block, below the surface of the 
completed deposit about it, is equal to the depth of the depression plus the depth of 
material coming to rest upon the bottom on the melting of the ice, plus that which has 
been washed or blown in during the post glacial epoch.” 
 Geologists accept this idea even though it is an assertion that cannot be tested in 
the New England region because the ice blocks have long since melted away.  This has 
resulted in the propensity for geologists to assume that the volume of a contemporary 
collapse kettle is the same as the ice block that produced it.  However, this may only be 
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true in a general sense, as it appears that the conversion between the volume of a buried 
ice mass to a present day kettle has not been pursued in detail.  This shortcoming led to 
my thesis project.  It explores the complexity of the series of changes that take place 
during this transition by attempting to answer the following hypothesis:  Can one 
examine the relationships between variables such as apparent kettle volume, basin fill 
volume, and ice-sediment volume to arrive at the original volume of the kettle-forming 
paleo ice mass?  While this question is not directly testable in the field (because the ice 
masses have long since melted away), it is likely that elaborate conceptual and 
mathematical models can provide sufficient means for determining if relationships 
between variables exist. 
 In order to test my hypothesis, I designed a conceptual and mathematical model 
that could be applied to a flooded collapse kettle if sufficient basin fill thickness data is 
available.  John’s Pond, located in western Cape Cod, Mashpee, Massachusetts was 
selected for this purpose because there is subsurface data from a previous 
hydrogeological investigation available and it is far enough inland to be relatively 
unaffected by ongoing coastal processes.  Also, the geological setting of the area is well 
constrained and fairly straightforward.  At this site, I applied two methods for estimating 
the paleo ice volume beneath collapse kettles.  I also devised a third physical model that 
does not contribute to the measure of volume.  Its purpose was to provide constraint to 
certain variables within the previous two methodologies.  It is hoped that improving the 
resolution of Woodworth’s assertion will benefit forthcoming investigations ranging from 
contemporary lake management to paleoglaciology and paleohydrology. 
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 This study took place in two parts.  Part one introduces the glacial history of the 
area and discusses why John’s Pond is a collapse kettle.  The second and much more 
extensive portion of this study models the residual volume of the stagnant ice mass after 
other factors are subtracted from the present basin volume.  In essence, this involved (a) 
establishment of how much postglacial infilling was present, (b) separation of the amount 
of sediment that originally covered the ice mass from the basin fill, (c) establishment of 
how much material has been transferred into the kettle by mass movement (i.e. the 
development of talus inside the basin), and (d) quantification of bulk density changes that 
occurred in the overburden and infilling materials as the result of settling during 
subsidence.  Ideally a third portion of this study would have been conducted, where a 
method for predicting the volume of ice-debris and void (air) space developed and 
applied to the model.  As a temporary solution, coefficients were developed based upon 
the following observations.  While determining the probable sediment source for 
meltwater deposits, Pessl and Fredrick (1981) estimated that the normal ice-sediment 
content in temperate glacier ice is 25% (volume) debris, measured from a thin (0.4m) 
debris-rich basal zone.  Higher values have also been reported (Ronnert and Mickelson, 
1992) that reach up to 70% (volume) debris, though magnitudes of ice-sediment volume 
this large are special cases.  Air space in glacier ice begins at 10-20% due to air bubbles 
(Bader, et al., 1939; Bender, et al., 1997), though this value may increase substantially 
with the addition of crevasses and cracks that often enlarge with the effects of meltwater 
stream tunneling.  However, the amount of air voids within glacial ice does carry any 
serious geomorphological implication beyond that of being part of the total ice block 
volume.  This is because the air space creates the same displacement of the land surface 
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as the escaping meltwater.  The coefficient was included in the model because it would 
be of importance to future calorimetric study of abating ice masses.  Because the ranges 
of both volume rock debris (ice-sediment) concentration and percent void (air) space are 
highly variable, it was difficult to justify coefficient values without prior knowledge of 
the ice conditions.  Consequently, the model uses coefficient values of 25% (0.25) 
volume ice-sediment and 15% (0.15) air void space volume. 
 
1.1 STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION 
 
 John’s Pond is located in western Cape Cod, approximately in the center of the 
Mashpee pitted plain, near the southern border of the Massachusetts Military Reservation 
(MMR).  The geological history of this area is characterized by at least four major 
glacial-interglacial cycles (Stone and Borns, 1986) that scoured the underlying plutonic 
and metamorphic bedrock (Hallett, et al., 2004).  Each subsequent glacial advance 
stripped much of the older drift from the land before depositing a blanket of new surficial 
deposits across the exposed bedrock and/or till surface during retreat (Masterson, et al., 
1997).  The surficial deposits surrounding John’s Pond (Figure 2) are related to the 
terminal advancement of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (~21,000 years ago) and the 
positioning of major ice sheet lobes (Figure 3) during its retreat (Oldale and Barlow, 
1986).  Towards the north and western portion of the study area there are lobate glacial 
moraine deposits.  These wrap around extensive southern glacial meltwater deposits that 
form a classic pitted plain (Figure 4) that is riddled with irregularly shaped pits, 
hummocks, and pamets (Oldale and Barlow, 1986).  These features developed 
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approximately eighteen thousand years ago when the Buzzards Bay lobe stood along the 
Elizabeth Islands (Oldale and Barlow, 1986).  During this time the Cape Cod Bay lobe 
stalled on the northern edge of Cape Cod, and the South Channel lobe was alongside the 
Cape Cod Bay lobe (Larson, 1982; Oldale and Barlow, 1986; Uchupi, et al., 1996; 
Uchupi and Mulligan, 2006).   
 A terminal moraine in the southern part of this region blocked meltwaters from 
the Cape Cod Bay lobe, creating a vast proglacial lake named Glacial Lake Nantucket 
Sound.  In the northern portion of this lake, ice-melt streams deposited upward 
coarsening, sorted sediments of deltaic and lacustrine facies that compose the Mashpee 
pitted plain and much of southwestern Cape Cod.  The deltaic deposits contain coarse-
grained delta topset, foreset, and bottomset facies (Masterson, et al., 1997).  The topset 
facies contains horizontally bedded sand and gravel deposited in large glaciofluvial fans 
built by large braided streams draining into the lake (Smith and Ashley, 1985).  The 
foreset facies contain dipping beds of fine to medium sand, that grade into deep water 
bottomset facies, composed of layered glaciolacustrine fines that range in thickness from 
0’-150’ (Masterson, et al., 1997).  At several locations near the base of these sediments, 
large, thick masses of debris-laden ice broke away from the ice lobes and remained 
stationary as the ice lobes retreated.  Most of these ice masses were buried underneath at 
least 50+ meters of sediment, temporarily preserving their decay.  Glacial Lake 
Nantucket Sound may have stood for approximately 800-1,000 years (Stone, 2013) until 
either collapse of a dam on the terminal moraine or the retreat of the South Channel Lobe 
allowed the proglacial lake to drain, exposing the lake-floor sediments to erosional 
processes (Oldale and Barlow, 1986) and harsh periglacial climate (Mather et al., 1942).  
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FIGURE 2 - Geologic Map of Cape Cod and approximate location of John’s Pond 
(Modified from Oldale and Barlow, 1986). 
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FIGURE 3 - Map showing the positioning of major ice lobes in the Cape Cod area during 
the late Pleistocene glaciation (Modified from: Poppe, et al., 2009).  
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FIGURE 4 - Topography of western Cape Cod and the Mashpee pitted sand plain (Image 
generated from: MassGIS database by: Witharana, C., 2013). 
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 Leading up to and after this time, the buried ice masses had their own 
geomorphologic impact on the landscape.  After tens to hundreds of years they melted 
away and caused the progressive lowering of the land surface directly above them 
forming enormous collapse kettles and that flooded when they extended below the water 
table (Winter, 1976).  It is also possible that some were able to maintain a perched aquifer 
(Kaakinen, et al., 2010) or remained relatively drained until sea level had risen to its 
present-day level.  These collapse kettles were possible because the ice masses were 
extremely large (several km in diameter and up to 35+m thick) and the sediment was 
unconsolidated, so that an indefinite stoping effect would not occur after the ice melted 
and a cave developed in its place.  However, it is possible that instead of gradual 
subsidence, some of the smaller ice-melt caves may have stood temporarily, collapsing 
suddenly at a later time. 
 For the purposes of this study, the collapse kettles that compose John’s Pond 
(Figure 5) were simplified into northern and southern basins.  There is certainty that these 
basins are collapse kettles using the following line of reasoning.  The ice masses were 
enormous.  Evaluation of topographic and bathymetry maps show that there is 
approximately 29 meters of relief between the surface of the sand plain and the deepest 
part of the kettle, which indicates the ice was once equally thick at those locations.  Also 
the breadth of the ice mass exceeded 1,000 meters in any given direction.  There is no 
realistic way for an ice mass that large to lodge itself into the surface of the pitted plain.  
This completely eliminates any possibility of a flood-rafted or iceberg origin of the lake, 
as these ice masses tend to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller in breadth and 
thickness.  The partially buried stagnant ice origin was nullified when Ground  
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FIGURE 5 - Topographic base map of the study area used to delineate collapse kettles.  
Kettles are delineated along contour lines that follow the ridge encircling the cavity.  The 
John’s Pond Kettles are simplified by separating the perimeter into two sections (Created 
using USGS Topographic Quadrangle Images). 
 
Outline of Collapse Kettles
North Section 
South Section 
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Penetration Radar (GPR) profiles made at its nearest western neighbor Ashumet Pond 
revealed deep folding and faulting structures related to a large cave-in event beneath the 
fringes of the lake (Knoll, et al., 1991; Masterson, et al., 1997).  This is also supported by 
the fact that no evidence can be derived from the digital elevation model of the area for 
the presence of a rim (or rims) surrounding John’s Pond. 
 The overarching problem that this study contended with was providing a means 
for quantifying the volume of the transfer of material into the void.  While basin fill may 
occupy a small fraction of large collapse kettles, smaller kettles can become completely 
filled with debris (Maizels, 1992).  This issue is challenging because of the number of 
variables that can affect this change.  On heavily kettled proglacial sandur the wind is a 
powerful geomorphic agent.  Stabilizing vegetation is sparse allowing cold, tenacious 
winds to erode, transport, and deposit large quantities of sediment (Seppälä, 2004), even 
during the summer months (van der Broeke, et al., 1994).  Deflation induced by violent 
vortexes of wind blowouts can enlarge the initial dimensions of collapse kettles 
significantly (Carignano, 1999).  Conversely, wind-transported coversands often 
accumulate (Benn and Evans, 2010), causing a reduction in total kettle basin volume 
(Dickson and Head, 2006).  During deglaciation in New England, deflation and 
coversand deposition of sediments were common in lowlands formerly occupied by 
glacial lakes.  Evidence for this lies in omnipresent eolian deposits and sand dunes 
present in areas proximal to meltwater deposits (Thorson and Schile, 1995).  However, 
Mather et al. (1942) note that kettles in the Cape Cod area lack substantial accumulations 
of eolian debris, which leads to the expectation that the volume of basin fill in John’s 
Pond to be relatively low when compared to other sites in New England. 
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Material can be added to or removed from a collapse kettle or flanking kettle in 
other ways.  It can arrive from concentrated debris within ice blocks (Maizels, 1977; 
1992).  For collapse kettles the sediment will remain in situ (Fuller, 1914), whereas in 
flanking kettles the coarser material remains as the rest is carried away by drainage water 
(Fuller, 1914; Maizels, 1992).  Streams occasionally intersect, connect, and/or exit 
individual kettles or kettle chains (Woodworth, 1898; Fuller, 1914; Oldale and Barlow, 
1986).  These can support meltwater streams that scour out the inside kettles (Russell, 
1993; Fay, 2001; 2002) or deposit new sediment as streamflow diminishes (Schrader and 
Holmes, 1997).  Recent hydrogeological investigations of John’s Pond stimulated interest 
in delineating the thickness and type of material beneath the site.  This resulted in the 
creation of a partial isopach map of the lake floor (Figure 6), derived from Continuous 
Seismic Reflection Profiling (CSP) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) (Powers, et al,. 
1999).  This map is important to this study because it contains information about how 
much hillslope-transported, wind-blown, and/or organic material has accumulated in 
John’s Pond after its formation. 
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FIGURE 6 - Partial isopach map of organic deposit thickness and filled collapse 
structures in the northern part of John’s Pond, Cape Cod, Massachusetts (Copied from 
Powers, et al., 1999, Fig. 6). 	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2. METHODOLOGY  
 
 There are a handful of methods available to examine the volume of the John’s 
Pond kettle.  The most straightforward technique would be to drain the pond and 
excavate multiple trenches across it.  These cross sections would allow examination of 
the contact between the drift and the basin fill material, which could be mapped in three-
dimensions and converted into a digital elevation model.  Excavations have been 
attempted on small flanking kettles with success (Figure 7), but this method seems 
unfavorable because John’s Pond is considerably larger and there would be a risk of 
permanent damage to the pond ecosystem.  A similar approach to trenching would be to 
extract sediment cores along multiple cross sections and interpret them using geologic 
cross sections.  This carries technical problems related to the quality of cores samples and 
expenses related to drilling underwater.  Instead, the problem was addressed using a 
mixture of numerical, physical modeling, and geographical information system (GIS) 
based approaches. 
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FIGURE 7 - Excavation of a shallow flanking kettle on Myrdalssandur, southern Iceland.  
In this case a trench was cut through a sand and gravel bodied, diamicton lined kettle on 
the sandur surface.  The cross section of this nature revealed the thickness of kettle fill, 
variation and stratification of sediments (Modified from Maizels, 1992, Fig. 5). 	   
 
 
 
 	  
BOULDER RING STRUCTURES PRODUCED DURING JOKULHLAUP FLOWS 
Fig. 5. Stratigraphic cross-section of typical boulder ring structure on Myrdalssandur, showing 3 units: basal, granular flood 
gravels (GRm); V-shaped layer of diamicton (Dms); and upper laminated sands and silts (SI and Fl) forming the kettle infill. 
Upstream bedding is truncated, while thin diamicton capping occurs on both upstream and downstream rims. 
Experim ntal t sting of ring structure formation. 
Experimental approach 
The mechanism by which the in situ melting of de- 
bris-rich ice blocks might lead to formation of ring 
structures, such as those observed on Myrdalssan- 
dur, was tested in a series of laboratory experi- 
ments. However, the great variability in the di- 
mensions, morphology and sediment characteris- 
tics of the Myrdalssandur ring structures suggests 
that the characteristics of the original ice blocks 
were also highly variable. The variations in ring 
structure characteristics are likely to reflect the 
size of the ice block; the sediment content and its 
distribution within the ice block; the depth of bu- 
rial; and the rate of melting of the ice block. In ad- 
dition, ring structure morphology is likely to re- 
flect the proximity of the ice block to others, and 
the degree of settling, hydraulic scouring and aeo- 
lian deflation following its deposition. The experi- 
ments were therefore designed not only to deter- 
mine whether circular, raised-rim structures could 
be produced by in situ elting of debris-rich ice 
blocks, but also the extent to which the pattern of 
rim and hollow formation reflected two important 
controls, namely, the sediment concentration (by 
volume) and the depth of burial of the ice block. 
The experimental procedures involved placing 
cylindrical ice blocks 10 cm high and 14 cm in 
diameter in a sand tray and left to melt in situ. The 
ice blocks contained between 0 and 90 per cent by 
volume of sand and gravel, frozen as horizontal 
bands in the ice, and emplaced in the sand bed at 
depths of 0.0, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.8 times the height of 
the ice block. The experimental method meant, 
however, that the sediment distribution with the 
ice blocks could not simulate the original location 
of any debris bands in the ice nor could the 
mechanism of emplacement replicate the proces- 
ses of stranding of ice blocks during surge flow con- 
ditions. Rather, the experiments were designed to 
focus on the mechanisms of debris emplacement 
from the melting of sediment-rich ice blocks. The 
Geografiska Annaler - 74 A (1992) ? 1 27 
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2.1 VOID SPACE RECONSTRUCTION 
 
 The following section presents a model for collapse kettle formation in 
consecutively more complex scenarios: one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-
dimensional.  All make the following assumptions and simplifications: (1) the model is 
an isolated system according the law of conservation of mass, (2) the thermodynamics of 
groundwater, sediment, and atmosphere interactions with buried ice blocks are 
considered uniform, thus will melt the ice block equally from all directions, (3) the 
elevation of paleo water table is not influencing the numerical model, (4) the strain rates 
of overburden collapse as caused by the ablation of ice blocks are uniform, (5) the debris 
concentrations of ice blocks are uniform, (6) volumetric expansion and contraction of 
overburden is recognized, but not quantified. 
 
2.1.1 Vertical One-dimensional Model 
 
 This is a linear conceptual and mathematical model of vertical subsidence (Figure 
8), deliberately positioned at the center of the collapse kettle so that hillslope talus 
accumulations along the sides are ruled out.  It represents the ablation of a sand-covered 
ice block positioned above a highly compacted pebble-gravel, which is negligibly 
compressible and highly permeable.  The ice block contains homogenously distributed 
debris.  The water table is below the gravel and not influencing the model.  The length of 
time between initialization and termination of the model is greater than instantaneous.  
The model sequence begins at time t0 and ends at t2.  The initial land surface elevation is  
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FIGURE 8 - A vertical one-dimensional model of collapse kettle formation.  Subsidence 
occurs during time t0 - t1.  At t0 the initial model conditions are represented by [A].  
Collapse ends at time t1, this is represented by [B].  The final model conditions at t2 are 
represented by [C].  All variables are listed in [D]. 
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represented by Z0 and the contact between the gravel and the ice block serves as base 
level Zb.  Already at the melting point at t0, the ice block continues to melt with the water 
exiting downwards through the pore spaces in the gravel.  As the ice block wastes away, 
the material above it begins to subside.  Additionally, all of the sand and gravel contained 
within the ice concentrates at the core of the kettle forming a layer separating the 
overburden and the gravel.  Collapse ends at time t1 when the entire ice block has melted 
away and the hillslope around the kettle stabilizes, often with outwash entering and 
plugging part of the void during this process.  At this point the overburden surface has 
traveled the thickness of the ice block Ti minus the resulting ice block debris 
accumulation Td, arriving at original kettle depth D0.  The initial overburden thickness To 
is adjusted during subsidence by the correction coefficient c1, due to expansion or 
contraction of the sand, creating the settled overburden thickness Tadj; this is added to the 
ice block debris accumulation Td to arrive at modified overburden thickness Tm.  Between 
time t1 and t2, the thickness of the material above the gravel increases as basin fill Tbf 
enters the system.  The basin fill Tbf compacts the layer below it and requires a second 
adjustment to the settled overburden thickness Tadj using the correction coefficient c2, 
creating the compacted overburden thickness Tc, the final sediment thickness Tf, and 
apparent kettle depth Da.  The model ends at time t2 and is represented by the equations: 
 𝐷! = 𝑇! − 𝑇!          (1) 𝑇! = [𝑇! ∗ 𝑐!]+ 𝑇!         (2) 𝑇! = [𝑇! ∗ 𝑐!]+ 𝑇!"         (3) 𝐷! = 𝑍! − 𝑍! − 𝑇!         (4) 
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2.1.2 Two-dimensional Model 
 
This is a two-dimensional conceptual and mathematical model of collapse kettle 
subsidence (Figure 9) that occurs across the same relative timeframe and retains the 
characteristics of the vertical one-dimensional model.  It assumes that the geometry of the 
ice mass is moderately symmetric.  The following section only describes new elements of 
the model in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.  These expanded components include 
the hillslope ice block edge effect and numerical solutions for integration of areas within 
the model.   
 
2.1.2.1 The Hillslope Edge Effect 
 
The hillslope ice block edge effect (Figure 9 D) examines the how the position of 
the underground ice mass affects the slope profile inside and along the walls of collapse 
kettles.  It simplifies the process by predicting that the lateral boundary of the former ice 
block Ib will exist beneath the approximate midpoint of any natural hillslope.  The 
hillslope begins at the uphill side of the convex segment of the slope profile and extends 
all the way to the toe of the concave segment at the base of the depression.  Selection of 
the midpoint of the slope profile as and ice boundary indicator seems logical because of 
monocline folding (Sanford, 1959; McDonald, and Shilts, 1975) experienced during 
kettle collapse.  The shearing action of this folding during vertical subsidence creates an 
emergent fault scarp parallel to and above the wall of the ice mass that becomes the fall 
face of the hillslope.  Almost immediately, unstable material at the top of the scarp fails 
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and is transported downslope, building the transportation midslope and the colluvial 
toeslope (Dalrymple, et al., 1968).  Additionally, the hillslope ice block edge effect model 
makes the assumption that for most loose, dry or saturated, and non-compacted stratified 
drift deposits, significant upslope extension of the talus slope will obscure most of the 
original scarp face if the supply of talus sediment is high enough (Abrahams, 1986). 
Testing the hillslope ice block edge effect involves the angle of repose of deposition δd 
(Rustan, 1998) and a generalization of the previously described hillslope into two similar 
right triangles.  The greater right triangle Δg has a side length Sg equal to the original 
kettle depth D0.  It is positioned in between the summit and the toe of the hillslope and 
has a base length Bg.  The lesser triangle Δl is positioned inside the greater triangle Δg.  
The side of the lesser triangle Sl is parallel to the edge of the ice block Ib and its base 
length Bl extends to the toe of the hillslope.  The size of the lesser triangle may vary 
slightly due to changes in bulk density experienced during mass wasting.  The ratios Bg:Bl 
and Sg:Sl are approximately 2:1.  The ratio Δg:Δl is approximately 4:1. 
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E. The area problem 
g(x)
Aa
0 ba
D0
f(x)
h(x)
x y
Ab
E. The area problem 
g(x)
Aa
0 ba
D0
f(x)
h(x)
x y
Ab
ǻg greater hillslope triangle 
Ib lateral boundary of paleo ice block
ǻl lesser hillslope triangle
Bl base length of lesser triangle
Bg base length of greater triangle
c1 correction coefficient of settling
Da apparent kettle depth
c2 correction coefficient of overburden compaction
įd angle of repose of deposition
Aa area of apparent kettle
D0 original kettle depth
Z0 initial land surface elevation
To initial overburden thickness
Ti initial ice block thickness
Zb base level elevation
Tm modified overburden thickness
Tadj settled overburden thickness
Td concentrated ice block debris accumulation
Tbf  basin fill thickness
Tf  final sediment thickness
Tc compacted overburden thickness
Sl side length of lesser hill slope triangle
Sg side length of greater hill slope triangle
Za lowest elevation of apparent kettle
Ak area of original kettle
Ab area of basin fill
Va volume of apparent kettle
Vb volume of basin fill
Vk volume of original kettle
F. List of all model variables
Vci volume of clean paleo ice
Vis volume of ice-sediment
Vdi volume of dirty paleo ice
Vas volume of ice air space
cas correction coefficient of ice air space
cci correction coefficient of clean paleo ice 
cdi correction coefficient of dirty paleo ice
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FIGURE 9 - A two-dimensional model of collapse kettle formation.  Subsidence occurs 
during time t0 - t1.  At t0 the initial model conditions are represented by [A].  Collapse 
ends at time t1, this is represented by [B].  The final model conditions at t2 are represented 
by [C].  The formation of talus on hillslope is represented by [D].  The graphical 
representation of original kettle area Ak is [E].  The graphical representation of basin fill 
area Ab is [F].  All variables are listed in [G].	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2.1.2.2 Integration of Area in 2-D Model 
 
  The values for original kettle area Ak, apparent kettle area Aa, and basin fill area 
Ab, were reached through practical application of the definite integral to this area problem 
(Figure 9 E).  A Cartesian coordinate system was added to the cross section of the 
collapse kettle with the x-axis positioned to intersect the lowest point of the original kettle 
area Ak and the y-axis placed to the left of the graph area so that the range of all functions 
contained positive integers (Steward, 2008).  The x-axis constrains the lower boundary of 
the area problem.  The coordinates a, b were set directly beneath the top of the hillslopes 
entering the collapse kettle on the x-axis, forming the vertical lines x = a, x = b, setting a 
domain between the closed interval [a, b].  Also, the coordinates x, y were set beneath the 
two locations on the hillslope where basin fill begins and ends forming the vertical lines x 
= x, x = y, setting a domain between the closed interval [x, y].  The y-coordinate D0 set 
the scaling of the y-axis.  A linear function f(x) was selected that extended across the 
mouth of the collapse kettle, vertically constraining the upper boundary of the area 
problem.  A function g(x) was selected to model the topographic profile of the empty 
collapse kettle.  Likewise, the function h(x) was chosen to model the topography of the 
filled collapse kettle.  All stated functions are ≥ 0 and continuous across any domain set 
used in the problem.   
With this framework in place, integration of original kettle area Ak, apparent kettle 
area Aa, and basin fill area Ab was straightforward.  Original kettle area Ak was obtained 
by integrating the area between the region bounded by the curves y = f(x), y = g(x) and 
the lines x = a, x = b.  Apparent kettle area Aa was obtained by integrating the area 
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between the region bounded by the curves y = f(x), y = h(x) and the lines x = a, x = b.  
Basin fill area Ab was obtained by integrating the area between the region bounded by the 
curves y = h(x), y = g(x) and the lines x = x, x = y.  It should be approximately equivalent 
to the difference between the original kettle area Ak and the apparent kettle area Aa. 
 
The model is continued by the equations: 𝐷! = 𝑆!          (5) 𝐴! = [𝑓 𝑥 − 𝑔 𝑥 ]𝑑𝑥!!         (6) 𝐴! = [𝑓 𝑥 − ℎ 𝑥 ]𝑑𝑥!!         (7) 𝐴! = [ℎ 𝑥 − 𝑔 𝑥 ]𝑑𝑥!!         (8) 
 
 
2.1.3 Three-dimensional Model 
 
 The original kettle volume Vk and apparent kettle volume Va were found through 
continued application of integration to the problem.  The y-axis was positioned (Figure 
10) so that the area of any cross section A within the kettle K could be rotated about the y-
axis.  The original kettle volume Vk was obtained between the region bounded by y = 
g(x), y = 0 and y = D0.  The apparent kettle volume Va was obtained between the region 
bounded by y = h(x), y = Da and y = D0.  Once completed, the basin fill volume Vb was 
calculated by subtracting the apparent kettle volume Va from the original kettle volume 
Vk.  Using this information, paleo ice volumes were reconstructed by applying several 
correction coefficients to original kettle volume Vk.  First, the dirty (sediment-laden) 
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paleo ice volume Vdi was computed by multiplying original kettle volume Vk by the dirty 
paleo ice volume coefficient cdi.  Next the clean paleo ice volume Vci was computed by 
multiplying original kettle volume Vk by the clean paleo ice volume coefficient cci.  From 
this, the ice-sediment volume Vis was determined by subtracting the clean paleo ice 
volume Vci from dirty paleo ice volume Vdi.  Finally, the air space volume Vas was the 
product of multiplying original kettle volume Vk by the air space volume coefficient cas. 
 
The model is continued by the equations: 𝑉! = 𝐴 𝑦 𝑑𝑦!!!          (9) 𝑉! = 𝐴 𝑦 𝑑𝑦!!!!          (10) 𝑉! ≈   𝑉! − 𝑉!          (11) 𝑉!" =   𝑉! ∗   𝑐!"         (12) 𝑐!" =   1.25          (13) 𝑉!" =   𝑉! ∗   𝑐!"         (14) 𝑐!" =   0.85          (15) 𝑉!" =   𝑉!" − 𝑉!"         (16) 𝑉!" =   𝑉! ∗   𝑐!"         (17) 𝑐!" =   0.15          (18) 
 
2.1.4 Void Volumes 
 
Numerical solutions for area and volume were applied to the northern and 
southern collapse kettles that compose John’s Pond and used to arrive at an estimation of 
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total void space volume.  This required the interpolation of topographic profiles across 
the each kettle (Figure 11) using ArcGIS so that a second order polynomial function of 
the line representing the profile could be generated.  Three profiles were drawn along 
section A-A’ and two along cross section B-B’.  Only two were created in the southern 
half because the isopach map does not overlap this region.  Each interpolated line was 
exported as a text file and imported into Microsoft Excel.  There, each profile was 
trimmed by editing the sequence of X and Y coordinates of each interpolated line, using 
the start and end points of the profile direct as a guide, then the adjusted profiles were 
plotted in a final graph (Figure 12).  Definite integrals were applied to functions obtained 
from the adjusted graphs using the mouth of the collapse kettle or the edge of basin fill 
material to set the interval along the x-axis.  Solutions for area and volume were then 
computed for the various elements of the collapse kettle (Table 1). 
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FIGURE 10 - Graphical solution to the volume problem. 	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FIGURE 11 - Location of topographic profiles A-A’ and B-B’ used to generate functions 
required during mathematical modeling of collapse kettle volume.  The dashed line 
defines the perimeter of the kettle. 	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FIGURE 12 - Adjusted topographic profiles obtained from cross sections drawn across 
Figure 11.  They were used to generate functions required for application of integration to 
the collapse kettle area and volume problems.	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TABLE 1 - Summary of numerical analysis of the John’s Pond kettle. 	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2.1.5 Interpretation of Numerical Analysis 
 
 The results of the numerical analysis present a realistic volume that falls within 
the values obtained using a quick check obtained by multiplying the surface area by the 
mode depth of the kettle.  However, because it was the first time a calculus-based 
methodology was applied to quantifying kettle basin volume, a second technique will be 
employed later in this study that tests the quality of the results using a digital elevation 
model raster surface volume approach. 	  
2.2 PHYSICAL MODELING OF THE ICE BLOCK EDGE EFFECT 
 
 In order to strengthen the validity of the previously described hillslope ice block 
edge effect, a physical model was created in order to observe, measure, and record its 
occurrence.  The physical model simulated collapse kettle formation inside the 
observation areas of three progressively larger experimental apparatuses (Figure 13).  
These apparatuses are mechanical devices.  The general design plan and device operation 
for any individual machine is as follows.  A remote-controlled reversible electric drive 
motor fitted with a 1” pulley powered the machines.  It transfers rotational force to a 20” 
diameter pulley using a v-belt.  The transition between pulley sizes cause a ~1/20th 
reduction in revolutions per second (RPS) of the drive motor.  The 20” pulley is locked to 
the bottom 5/16” x18 threaded rod, creating a 20” pulley/threaded rod assembly that 
rotates inside two wheel bearings at the bottom and a 5/16” x18 tapped steel block at the 
top.  The tapped steel block was fixed to the lower portion of the platform assembly.  
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This connection enables the rotating threaded rod to transfer the drive motor’s rotational 
force into vertical displacement of the platform at the rate of 1/18th of an inch per 
revolution of the 20” pulley/threaded rod assembly.  The total theoretical rate of vertical 
platform displacement achieved using this entire pulley to threaded rod configuration is 
0.00278” per revolution of drive motor. 
The observation area was designed to hold fluids, something made possible by 
lining the outer surface of the platform assembly with a waterproof foam gasket material 
that created a seal between the platform and the observation area during transit.  As a 
result, the experiment variations include saturated, drained, and dry sediment conditions, 
something that has not been previously explored in previous physical models of collapse 
kettle formation. 
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FIGURE 13 - General building plan of apparatuses used in physical modeling.	  
 
 
5/ 16" ID wheel bearing
v-belt 20" OD pulley
5/ 16" threaded rod
drive motor
5/ 16" tapped block
observation area
platform
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2.2.1 Previous Physical Models 
 
Research in this area is limited to a handful of insightful reports that explain 
various aspects of kettle morphology.  Sanford’s (1959) physical model originally 
described and predicted monoclinic folding in sedimentary rock, though it is known for 
its analogy to and recognition criteria of collapse kettle-related deformation structures in 
glacial environments (McDonald and Shilts, 1975).  Essentially it explained a predictable 
sequence of fracture formation and fault propagation that resulted from step-like 
(monocline) vertical displacements of the lower sediment beds (Figure 14).  It is 
remarkable because of its insight regarding the origin of high-angle faults in glacial drift 
and is repeatedly observed that Sanford’s model holds true in most sediment/material 
types, conditions, and at any model or outcrop scale (McDonald and Shilts, 1975; 
Maizels, 1977; 1992; Koteff and Pessl, 1981; Branney and Gilbert, 1995). 
Maizels (1977) conducted physical modeling of the origin of kettles created from 
flood rafted ice blocks (kettle holes) and developed empirical formulas (1992) that predict 
the morphology and sediment concentration of the ring-shaped features surrounding 
kettle-holes chiefly found on Myrdalssandur, southern Iceland.  These experiments 
involved a physical model that focused on the methods of debris emplacement caused by 
the melting of sediment laden ice blocks.  They primarily consisted of repeated burial of 
cylindrical ice blocks at a depth 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.8 times the height of the ice block in 
unconsolidated sediment and observation of the resultant meltout structures (Figure 15). 
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FIGURE 14 - Sequence of fracture formation and fault propagation during monoclinic 
folding of dry fine-grained sediment.  Downthrown blocks on each side of apparatus 
contain predictable fault assemblages created after (1) tensile cracking appears on the 
surface layer simultaneously with a series of shear fractures, (2) tensile cracks expand 
while shear fractures grow into large, inward curving reverse faults that extend through 
the thickness of sediment body, (3) normal faults develop from tensile fractures, and (4) 
normal faults grow large and reach the lower boundary of the uplifted layer (Modified 
from Sanford, 1959, p. 46, PL.1).	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FIGURE 15 - Experiments on the origin of ring structures produced by in situ melting of 
debris-rich ice blocks.  They simulate rim development around flanking-style kettles with 
increasing ice-sediment concentration.  A and B. Experiment 11.7, with sediment 
concentration, C = 18 per cent and depth of burial, Db = 0.1 Hi, where Hi = original 
height of ice block.  A is near start of experiment, B at end of experiment, showing a 
raised, but collapsed, rim around a deep central depression and formation of a Type 3 or 
'crater' kettle with RMI = 44.2, 2w/D = 0.7, and h/H = 0.63.  C. Experiment 8.3, with C = 
10 per cent, and Db = 0.6 Hi. Narrow rim set within a shallow hollow forming a Type 2 
or 'rimmed' kettle with RMI = 5.5, 2w/D = 0.22, and h/H = 0.25.  D. Experiment 8.4, with 
C = 27.5 per cent, and Db = 0.6 Hi, showing a relatively broad rim surrounding a deep, 
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funnel-shaped hollow, producing a Type 2 or 'rimmed' kettle with RMI = 12.1, 2w/D = 
0.3, and h/H = 1.12.  E. Experiment 6.1, with C = 40 per cent and Db = 0.6 Hi, showing 
broad high rim and small, funnel-shaped hollow with its floor lying above the level of the 
adjacent gravel surface, and forming a Type 3 or 'crater' kettle with RMI = 68.7, 2w/D = 
0.55, and h/H = 0.21.  F. Experiment 11.4, with C = 90 per cent and Db = 0.3 Hi, 
showing a large vertical pile of melt-out debris which extends down into the gravel bed to 
a depth of 0.3 Hi, and forms a Type 4 'till-fill' kettle or 'kettle mound' with RMI = 3.5 
(Copied from Maizels, 1992, Fig. 7). 
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2.2.2 Model Assumptions and Data Collection Procedures 
 
After taking into consideration the variables and model conditions described in 
previous work, five assumptions were made to simplify the physical model.  They are (1) 
the general behavior of sediments used in the model will exhibit similar behavior at any 
scale, under the same environmental conditions, (2) each given material in the model 
does not simulate the behavior of any other material, (3) any observation made is the 
unique behavior a given material and does not apply to materials of larger or smaller 
grain size or grossly differing distribution(s) of grain size, (4) the heterogeneity of 
sediment layering at field sites is more complicated than the model sediments that 
represent it, and  (5) the model is limited to collapse kettles created by ice blocks buried 
at a depth greater that 0.025 meters beneath the model surface. 
Using the following means, the collapse kettle simulations were conducted inside 
an apparatus.  The platform assembly was set to a predetermined elevation, and then non-
compacted wet, dry, or saturated sediment placed was loaded into the observation area.  
The platform was lowered at ~0.04 or ~0.08 cm/s values used to define strain rate for the 
experiment.  Similar to Sanford’s (1959) physical model, the apparatuses cause a vertical 
displacement to the lower boundary of the sediment layer inside the observation area 
along a vertical fault.  The observation area is walled with a polycarbonate transparency.  
Measurements of the (1) angle of repose in deposition δd, (2) the side length Sg of the 
greater right triangle Δg which equals the original kettle depth D0, and (3) the side length 
Sl of the lesser triangle, which is parallel to the edge of the ice block Ib were made 
directly on the observation glass (Figure 16) by observing the simulated hillslope inside.  
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The base lengths Bg and Bl were computed by dividing the respective side lengths Sg and 
Sl by the tangent of the angle of repose in deposition δd.  Ratios of triangle side 
measurements were computed along with general statistics of all measurements.  Seven 
materials were tested using three progressively larger apparatuses under three moisture 
conditions, for a total of 63 collapse kettle simulations. 
 𝐵! = !!!"# !!           (19) 
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FIGURE 16 - Final conditions of a hillslope ice block effect measurement made on 
observation glass of experimental apparatus.  The sediment was originally horizontal and 
even with the upper blue line drawn across the tank.  The moving platform is located and 
supporting the right-hand side of the apparatus (Image adapted from experiment PDATA 
ID #KE75 0893).	  
 
 
 
 
 
įdǻg ǻl
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2.2.3 Determination of Sediment Character 
 
 Each of the seven sediments used in the physical model was carefully analyzed 
using the following methods.  Collectively, the information gathered from each method 
determines the general character of a given material (Table 2).  This information is vital 
because it ensures the reproducibility of each collapse kettle simulation.  The materials 
used in the experiments were chosen because they are commercially available or strong 
representations of stratified drift deposits. 
 The mineralogy of coarse-grained to fine natural sediments was determined using 
their physical properties (Klein and Dutrow, 2008) or from visual inspection of 
photomicrographs (Nichols, 2009).  The mineralogy of extremely fine-grained natural 
sediment was determined using a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Energy 
Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS).  The mineralogy of commercially available sediments 
was copied directly from the safety data sheet (SDS) information.  Shape was derived 
from statistical analysis of 25 sediment grains viewed in a photomicrograph.  This 
involves using visual interpretation of angularity (Powers, 1953) and a numerical basis 
for determining ellipsoidality that was modified from Wadell (1935).  Visual 
determination of sorting was made by briefly comparing the abundance of grain sizes 
present in a given sediment sample.  Mode grain size was determined visually or through 
grain enlargement via photomicrograph.  Moisture content for each material was 
determined at the milligram resolution using methods outlined by Sweet, et al. (1993).  
The dry angle of repose was measured using a screened-funnel method (Folwer and 
Wyatt, 1960; Stewart, 1968). 
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TABLE 2 - Character of sediments used in kettle simulations.	  	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Material(Type
Mode
(Mineralology Mode(Sphericity
Mode
(Angularity Sorting Mode(Grain(Size
Air(Dry
(Mass(%(H20
Air(Dry(Funnel(
Method
(Angle(of(Repose(
(deg) Locality
Eolian'Sand quartz sub'spherical sub'angular well medium'sand 0.80 39.0
Provincetown,
'Massachusetts
Coarse'Sand'and'Gravel quartz intermediate intermediate poor coarse'sand 2.11 47.0
Mashpee,
'Massachusetts
GlacioGlacustrine'Fines quartz sub'spherical intermediate intermediate very'fine'sand 0.55 37.0
Coventry,
'Connecticut
Silica'#15 quartz spherical sub'rounded well medium'sand 0.00 36.0
Commercially
'Available
Silica'Flour quartz ellipsoidal sub'angular poor clay 0.00 38.0
Commercially
'Available
Staurolite'Sand staurolite intermediate sub'rounded well fine'sand 0.14 33.0
Commercially
'Available
WG'#3 polymict sub'spherical sub'rounded well granules 0.00 39.0
Commercially
'Available
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2.2.4 Ice Block Edge Effect 
 
 A total of 60 collapse kettles were simulated using 7 sediment types in order to 
obtain 69 samples used to determine if the ice block edge effect can predict the lateral 
extent of a collapse kettle-forming buried ice mass (Table 3).  Observations were made in 
three apparatuses, each with a unique size and model scale (Table 4).  The bulk of the 
observations (#1-42) were made using apparatus AP only.  The remaining observations 
(#43-69) were made using all three units MM, AP, and GO in order to determine if model 
scale is a factor.  Other variables were measured and taken into consideration during 
analysis.  These include the sediment water content, the platform subsidence strain rate ε, 
the angle of repose of deposition δ, measurement of the side and base lengths of the 
greater and lesser triangles, the ratio of the total thickness of sediment in the apparatus to 
thickness of the simulated ice block (i.e. the vertical displacement of platform).  
Photographic evidence was obtained for many of the experiments and a specific 
KE##Pdata file assigned to each record.  This information was stored and made freely 
accessible online at the project web site: 
[https://sites.google.com/site/capecodglacialkettleresearch/project/results/photo-data]. 
The distribution of data was refined by sediment type and moisture concentration 
(Table 5), strain rate ε (Table 6), and model scale (Table 7).  The ratio Δg BL / Δl BL is 
used in the next section of this report to justify delineating the periphery of the ice 
block(s) during the geometric reconstruction procedure. 
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TABLE 3 - Results of ice block edge effect analyses.	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TABLE 4 - Dimensions of equipment used in collapse kettle simulations.  Values are 
inside measurements of observation area.	  	  	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical Model 
Apparatus ID: MM AP GO
Length  X (cm): 24.3 31.7 87.8
Height  Y (cm): 15.5 26.0 74.4
Depth   Z (cm): 3.8 6.4 18.4
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TABLE 5 - Data distribution for all samples.  The minimum, maximum, mode, average, 
standard deviation, and median values were computed for all samples, by sediment type, 
and by moisture concentration.  Negative side length SL or base length BL values were 
produced when an overhanging hillslope or cave resulted during a collapse kettle 
simulation. 
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TABLE 6 - % difference caused by doubling strain rate during collapse kettle 
simulations.  The percent difference between model runs containing identical sediment 
conditions but differing platform strain rates was computed between the average value(s) 
of a given sample variable v or ratio of variables vn / vm (substituting values of δd for v or 
Δg SL / Δl SL; Δg BL / Δl BL for vn / vm) for clusters of experiments, using the % 
difference formula: [(εslow - εfast) / εslow]*100.  Negative percentages indicate the input 
variable from fast strain rate was greater than the slow strain input value.	  	  	  	  
 
 
Aeolian (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL Biasill (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL
Dry !0.5 6.8 6.8 Dry 0.0 4.8 4.3
Drained !18.3 !169.2 !169.2 Drained 9.6 193.2 193.2
Saturated !10.4 10.1 10.1 Saturated !4.7 3.3 3.3
All !13.5 39.5 39.5 All 4.8 !168.2 !166.7
Silica#15 (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL Silica(Flour (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL
Dry 3.2 !7.4 !7.4 Dry !54.9 4.9 4.9
Drained !117.5 516.3 !316.3 Drained 87.5 0.0 0.0
Saturated 0.4 !10.0 !10.0 Saturated 0.0 0.0 0.0
All !64.6 21.3 !26.2 All !8.2 2.2 2.2
CFS (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL Mashpee(SG (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL
Dry 10.6 !1.7 !1.7 Dry 1.4 !7.3 !7.3
Drained 54.1 !54.7 !54.7 Drained 0.9 !9.5 !9.5
Saturated 30.8 1.2 1.2 Saturated 3.7 !1.0 !1.0
All 37.1 !12.7 !12.7 All 1.6 !1.5 !1.5
WG#3 (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL All (δd((Deg) Δg(SL(/(Δl(SL Δg(BL(/(Δl(BL
Dry 1.7 0.0 0.0 Dry !9.1 2.2 2.0
Drained 0.0 !7.3 !7.3 Drained !2.9 !132.2 !267.9
Saturated 6.9 1.0 1.0 Saturated 6.9 7.8 7.8
All 2.4 !1.5 !1.5 All !2.4 !2.3 !9.5
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TABLE 7 - Data distribution by model scale.	  	  	  	  	   	  
 
 
 
Model&Scale&Comparison
Unit&ID Sed&Th&(cm) Model&X&(cm) Model&Z&(cm) &Model&Volume&(cc) Sample&# Moisture Material ε&(cm/s) &δd&(Deg) Δg&SL&/&Δl&SL Δg&BL&/&Δl&BL
MM 10.0 24.3 3.8 923.4 43 dry Silica#15 0.035 31.0 2.0 2.0
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 46 dry Silica#15 0.04 32.0 2.0 2.0
GO 50.0 87.8 18.4 80776.0 49 dry Silica#15 0.047 29.0 2.1 2.1
Average 30.7 2.0 2.0
STD 1.5 0.1 0.1
MM 13.0 24.3 3.8 1200.4 44 drained Silica#15 0.035 29.0 1.7 1.7
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 47 drained Silica#15 0.04 127.0 <1.3 <1.3
GO 50.0 87.8 18.4 80776.0 50 drained Silica#15 0.047 48.0 1.8 1.8
Average 68.0 0.7 0.7
STD 52.0 1.7 1.7
MM 10.0 24.3 3.8 923.4 45 saturated Silica#15 0.035 35.5 2.0 2.0
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 48 saturated Silica#15 0.04 35.0 1.9 1.9
GO 50.0 87.8 18.4 80776.0 51 saturated Silica#15 0.047 35.0 2.1 2.1
Average 35.2 2.0 2.0
STD 0.3 0.1 0.1
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 52 dry Aeolian 0.035 32.0 1.9 1.9
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 55 dry Aeolian 0.04 31.0 2.0 2.0
GO 60.0 87.8 18.4 96931.2 58 dry Aeolian 0.047 32.0 2.2 2.2
Average 31.7 2.0 2.0
STD 0.6 0.2 0.2
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 53 drained Aeolian 0.035 135.5 <1.6 <1.6
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 56 drained Aeolian 0.04 123.0 <1.4 <1.4
GO 50.0 87.8 18.4 80776.0 59 drained Aeolian 0.047 61.5 1.9 1.9
Average 106.7 P0.4 P0.4
STD 39.6 2.0 2.0
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 54 saturated Aeolian 0.035 32.0 2.1 2.1
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 57 saturated Aeolian 0.04 36.0 1.9 1.9
GO 50.0 87.8 18.4 80776.0 60 saturated Aeolian 0.047 30.0 2.2 2.2
Average 32.7 2.1 2.1
STD 3.1 0.2 0.2
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 61 dry CFS 0.035 38.0 2.0 2.0
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 64 dry CFS 0.04 31.5 1.9 1.9
GO 60.0 87.8 18.4 96931.2 67 dry CFS 0.047 40.0 2.1 2.1
Average 36.5 2.0 2.0
STD 4.4 0.1 0.1
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 62 drained CFS 0.035 166.5 <1.0 <1.0
AP 21.0 31.7 6.4 4260.5 65 drained CFS 0.04 26.0 1.7 1.7
GO 51.0 87.8 18.4 82391.5 68 drained CFS 0.047 30.0 2.2 2.2
Average 74.2 0.9 0.9
STD 80.0 1.7 1.7
MM 12.0 24.3 3.8 1108.1 63 saturated CFS 0.035 36.0 1.7 1.7
AP 20.0 31.7 6.4 4057.6 66 saturated CFS 0.04 13.5 1.9 1.9
GO 42.0 87.8 18.4 67851.8 69 saturated CFS 0.047 15.0 1.9 1.9
Average 21.5 1.8 1.8
STD 12.6 0.1 0.1
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2.2.5 Interpretation of Ice Block Edge Effect Simulations 
 
 Evidence for the occurrence of the ice block edge effect was demonstrated by 
97.1% of the test result samples.  Also, the mode of ratios Δg SL / Δl SL and Δg BL / Δl 
BL for all samples in the data set, was 2.0 (Table 5, row 8, column 1).  This indicates that 
there is a higher frequency of ice block edge alignment directly beneath the center of the 
hypotenuse of triangleΔg than any other lateral position.  It also supports the predicted 
relationship (described in closing of section 2.1.2.1) that the ratios Bg:Bl and Sg:Sl are 
approximately 2:1.  The only test conditions that failed to create this the ice block edge 
effect happened when silica flour was displaced under saturated conditions (samples #35-
36).  
 It was found that variability in a given model run was related to moisture content 
and strain rate, though other variables not examined as closely, such as grain size, clay 
content, compaction, grain shape, sorting, and shear strength may also be equally 
important.  The moisture content of the material appears to have a large effect on the 
angle of repose of deposition δd.  This is observed in comparison of the mean and mode 
of all dry, drained, and saturated samples (Table 5, row 8, columns 3-4).  Using the mean 
as a basis of comparison, drained samples achieved the highest angle of repose of 
deposition δd, dry samples were intermediate, and saturated samples produced 18.2% 
lower values than dry samples.  However, for context it should be noted that for most 
sand-sized materials that represent meltwater deposits, such as aeolian sand, Mashpee 
sand & gravel, and silica #15, the saturated values for angle of repose of deposition were 
about 5% greater than the dry variety of the same material. 
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 The effect of doubling strain rate during the collapse kettle simulations had low 
significance on the sample set.  This conclusion was based upon the 4.7% difference 
found between all samples grouped by sediment type, moisture, and strain rate.  Broken 
down further, it was found that when the platform displacement rate was doubled, in all 
samples the percent differences in the angle of repose of deposition δd grew 2.4% higher 
and the ratios of side and base lengths Δg SL / Δl SL and Δg BL / Δl BL grew by 2.3% and 
9.5% (Table 6, rows 16-20, columns 5-8).  When compared to relative moisture content, 
strain rate had the greatest impact on the angle of repose of all dry materials (9.1%), and 
the proportions of the similar triangles in drained materials.  Additionally, it had a 
significant influence on the angle of repose of deposition δd in silica #15 and the 
proportions of similar triangles in Biasill and aeolian sand.  Conversely, the strain rate 
had the least impact on Mashpee sand & gravel and WG#3. 
 The effects of model scale were negligible for dry and saturated materials but 
exhibited irregular behavior in drained samples.   This conclusion is supported by the 
relatively low standard deviations of the angle of repose of deposition δd and the ratios 
of side and base lengths Δg SL / Δl SL and Δg BL / Δl BL in all dry and saturated samples.  
On basis of deviation of the angle of repose of deposition δd the material least affected by 
model scale was aeolian sand.  On basis of deviation of similar triangle ratios, the 
material least affected by model scale was Coventry fine sand (CFS). 
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2.3 GIS-BASED APPROACH 
 
 The basin volume of John’s Pond was estimated using geographic information 
system-based raster surface volume analysis of several digital elevation models (DEM’s).  
This process involved following specific orders of operations in ArcGIS that occurred in 
the following successive stages.  (1) The study area DEM was constructed from a mosaic 
of .tif grids downloaded from the MassGIS LiDAR Index.  (2) The collapse kettles were 
delineated and used to clip the study area DEM.  (3) The bathymetry map of John’s Pond 
was digitized and converted into a DEM.  (4) The partial isopach map was digitized and 
converted into a DEM.  A detailed explanation of each stage now follows.  (1) The study 
area DEM is the largest and was cropped to the same dimensions as the topographic base 
map presented in Figure 5.  It was created using Arctoolbox > Data Management > 
Raster > Mosaic to New Raster.  This terrain data has a resolution of 1-meter.  The 
topographic base map from Figure 5 was generated from a mosaic of six grids obtained 
from MassGIS Data USGS Topographic Quadrangle Images.  (2) On the study area 
DEM, an outline of the collapse kettle is delineated using the polygon tool, which is 
converted to a shapefile after completion.  The positioning of the line is preferentially 
drawn along the upper surface of the contours that represent the edges of the original 
sand plain, just before it slopes downwards into the kettle.  Next, the study area DEM 
was raster clipped using the outline of the collapse kettle shapefile as a boundary using 
Arctoolbox > Data Management Tools > Raster > Raster Processing > Clip.  This created 
DEM 2 (Figure 18).  The volume of this raster feature was analyzed using Arctoolbox > 
3D Analyst > Functional Surface > Surface Volume.  
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 (3) The digital elevation model of the bathymetric contour map of John’s Pond 
(DEM 3) was created using the following steps.  (a) Digital image was cropped from a 
source file (Figure 17) using Photoshop, (b) imported into ArcGIS and georeferenced 
using control points and the coordinate system of the topographic map they are overlaid 
on and (c) digitized along contour lines.  This was accomplished through repetition of 
tracing polygons over the map scan, convert drawing to feature, convert polygon to line 
data using ArcToolbox > Data Management Tools > Features > Features to Line.  Next 
the elevation field was added to the attribute table, then using ArcToolbox > 3D Analyst 
> 3D Features > Feature to 3D By Attribute, add Z values to each shapefile.  During 
construction of DEM 3, the 0’ contour on the bathymetry map was replaced with the lake 
surface elevation value of 11 meters from the study area DEM.  (4) Next, a triangulated 
irregular network (TIN) was generated from contour shapefiles using Arctoolbox > 3D 
Analyst > TIN Management > Create TIN; (5) convert TIN to raster DEM using 
Arctoolbox > 3D Analyst > Conversion > From TIN > TIN to Raster.  This was raster 
clipped using the outline of the 11 meter bathymetry line as a boundary using Arctoolbox 
> Data Management Tools > Raster > Raster Processing > Clip.  The completed digital 
elevation model (Figure 18), used for volume calculation of the space in between a plane 
representing the water surface and the topography of the lake floor using Arctoolbox > 
3D Analyst > Functional Surface > Surface Volume. 
(4) The partial isopach map of the northern collapse kettle (Figure 19) was created 
using the same methodology as the bathymetric contour map DEM.  It involved 
digitization of the map in Figure 6.  In order to eliminate redundancy, the step-by-step 
process behind its construction and volume computation was omitted from this section.   
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FIGURE 17 - Bathymetric contour map of John’s Pond (Adapted from McVoy, 1982) 
digitized using ArcGIS.  The bathymetric contour lines shown above were converted 
from water depth (in feet) to meters above sea level during digitization.  The datum used 
for this conversion was the elevation of the water surface of John’s Pond (38’) used in the 
1979 USGS 7.5’ Topographic Map of the Pocasset Quadrangle, referenced to the North 
American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).  Some precision was lost due to rounding of contour 
values. 
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FIGURE 18 - Bathymetry DEM overlay on topographic base map (Created using USGS 
Topographic Quadrangle Images and MassGIS LiDAR data).  The bathymetry elevation 
color ramp begins at 11m above sea level (white) and descends to -7m below sea level (lt. 
blue).  
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FIGURE 19 - DEM 4 derived from partial isopach map of thickness of organic and 
sediment accumulations in the northern portion of John’s Pond (Created using data from 
Powers and Haeni, 1999).	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2.3.1 DEM Volumes 
 
 Raster Surface analysis of the John’s Pond collapse kettle produced a data set that 
combined the individual volume of three digital elevation models to arrive at total basin 
volume (Table 8).  (1) The land surface volume contains all space inside the delineated 
area of the closed depression ending at the pond surface.  (2) The bathymetry volume is 
all of the space in between the water surface and pond bottom.  (3) The isopach map 
volume is the space occupied from the pond bottom to the depth of sediment indicated on 
the map.  Because it was incomplete, the area and volume information derived from the 
isopach map was extrapolated or interpolated to provide data needed to complete the 
basin analysis.  The extrapolation was based upon the percent coverage of the isopach to 
bathymetry map 2D surface area (~38%).  The adjustments were made under an 
assumption that the remaining 62% of the pond bottom sediment thickness concentration 
was uniform.  
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TABLE 8 - Summary of GIS-based volume analysis of the John’s Pond kettle.   
*Additional bathymetric data from McVoy, 1982 was provided for comparison. 
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2.3.2 Interpretation of Raster Surface Volume Analysis 
 
 The results of the raster surface volume analysis (Table 8) were compared with 
pond volume data published by McVoy (1982).  McVoy computed the bathymetry map 
volume the by breaking the lake surface areas into subsections, multiplying each 
subsection by lake depth, and then summed them afterwards to obtain total volume.  The 
bathymetry volume computed using ArcGIS varied by only 2.6% when compared with 
McVoy’s results.  Also, the pond surface area (2-D) computed by ArcGIS was 4.4% 
larger than the data provided in McVoy, 1982.  Some small difference was expected 
because the water levels were unspecified in both data sources. 
 
2.3.3 Comparison of Numerical and GIS Methods 
 
 The applied of numerical models and raster surface volume analysis yield similar 
results (Table 9).  For both methods the original and apparent kettle volume data exhibits 
low variability.  This is reflected by the close range values, relatively small standard 
deviation(s), and the low (< 5%) percent difference between sample values.  The range 
and distribution of the basin fill volume data is considerably larger, but this was not 
considered detrimental to the quality of the results, because in this case, basin fill 
represents a small fraction (6.2-8.4%) of original kettle volume. 
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TABLE 9 - Comparison of the numerical model results to GIS-based analysis.	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Original Kettle Volume (m3) Apparent Kettle Volume (m3) Basin Fill Volume (m3)
Numerical Model 44,300,000 40,500,000 3,740,000
GIS-based Model 45,400,000 42,600,000 2,810,000
Range (a-b) or (b-a) 1,100,000 2,100,000 930,000
Mean 44,900,000 41,600,000 3,280,000
Standard Deviation 778,000 14,800,000 658,000
% difference 2.42 4.93 24.9
Note: All samples rounded to three significant digits.
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2.4 ICE BLOCK RECONSTRUCTION 
 
 I reconstructed the geometry of the ice mass that created the John’s Pond collapse 
kettle using a combination of digital elevation models, the two-dimensional ice block 
edge effect, and the 2-D visualizing feature of ArcScene (Figure 20).  The reconstruction 
was made using the following steps.  (1) The clipped DEM of the study area was merged 
with the DEM of the bathymetry of the pond floor.  (2) A polygon was created along the 
midpoint of the hillslope entering the collapse kettle.  Delineation of this polygon was 
based upon the results of the hillslope ice block edge effect physical model results, where 
it was found that the mode of ratio Δg BL / Δl BL was approximately 2.0.  This justified 
the placement of the polygon, which was next used to clip the merged DEM.  (3) The 
clipped merged DEM was rotated 180 degrees, a scale bar was constructed, and a color 
ramp applied to the elevation values. 
The assumptions made with this image are supported by previous evidence that 
the ice sat upon a relatively smooth surface of basal till (Knoll, et al., 1991; Masterson, et 
al., 1997) and the possibility that topographic inversion has occurred.  As a result, it was 
assumed that the bottom of the paleo ice block was relatively flat and the topography of 
the ice block surface was irregular.  This infers that the bathymetry of the pond follows 
an inverse relationship of ice thickness to present day relief (i.e. where the pond is 
deepest, the ice block is assumed to have reached the highest elevation above the till 
basement). 
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FIGURE 20 - Geometric reconstruction of the ice mass that formed John’s Pond.  The 
image essentially is an isopach map of ice thickness, where the base of the ice is 
relatively flat, and the surface relief is related to the topography of the kettle floor.	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3. DISCUSSION 
 
 The significance of this work lies in the following factors.  It presents tools for 
quantifying paleo ice storage that could be used to estimate the amount of ice shed from 
the terminus of ice sheets.  The GIS-based approach seems to be the preferred approach 
for computing kettle volume because of the ease of access to Lidar data, the abundance of 
bathymetry maps, and the accuracy of digital elevation model (DEM) volume 
computations within ArcGIS.  The DEM analysis methods are also useful for exploring 
the impact buried ice has on landscape and subsurface morphology, quantifying lake 
sediment volumes, and could be of use to future hydrological investigations in areas 
underlain by extensive stratified drift deposits. 
 The assumptions used in this report were limiting in the following ways.  During 
the void space reconstruction, the omission of the water table’s influence on the model 
could potentially misrepresent the slope profile along the walls of the kettle.  The talus 
accumulations would have assumed multiple angles of repose depending on the moisture 
content/degree of flooding in the kettle.  Also variables such as overburden thickness, 
concentrated ice block debris accumulation thickness, and basin fill thickness would 
require adjustment due to the influence of pore water pressure on the material, if 
groundwater is incorporated into the model.  Also, during the physical model, there was 
concern that the shape of the platform could influence the morphology of the slope 
profile.  Improvements could be made to future work involving quality control by using 
platforms of irregular geometry. 
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 The partial isopach map only contained 38% of sediment thickness information.  
The remaining 62% of the pond sediment will remain uncertain until the map that was 
used is finished.  Future work would involve both finishing this map and reanalyzing the 
data or selection of a new study area that has an isopach map that is already completed.  
Computation of void volume was also limited by the mathematics selected for this study.  
The definite integral was applied to a function assumed to be the same in any direction 
when rotated around the y-axis.  In reality, for irregularly shaped kettles such as John’s 
Pond, there are several functions that describe any cross section selected for analysis.  
Future work would involve more complicated approaches for integration and function 
generation.  Furthermore, additional work is needed developing coefficients in the model.  
Subsidence correction and ice-sediment concentration could be improved through further 
research.  
 The results of this study are closely interwoven and reproducible.  It is universally 
accepted that replication is an important part of science and it was exciting to see this 
occur between the numerical and raster surface volume analysis data.  The ice block edge 
effect simulations are reproducible if the character of sediments and a given set of model 
conditions as are followed with the same level of precision that this study employed.  
Although the approach was rigorous, there is room for improvement in model design and 
the types of paleosettings represented during experimentation.  Future work would 
involve using heterogeneous mixtures of sediment (e.g. glacial till).  Another factor that 
was not investigated closely was what would happen to the angle of repose of deposition 
if the water table left the base of the kettle submerged and the top subaerial.  It would be 
interesting to see if the 2:1 ratios Bg:Bl and Sg:Sl would hold up under these conditions.  
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As a digression from the numerical model, observation of the ice block edge effect (refer 
to Appendix A.) suggests that it may be intimately connected to folded and faulted 
structures in collapse kettles.  Future projects could involve comparison of algorithm 
and/or function-based computer modeling to physical simulations using marker beds in 
the sediment as contrast.   
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
• The terminology of kettles must be strictly defined by adopting standard 
vocabulary terms that are based upon variation in how they form. 
• The independent estimates of void volume converge on similar results, suggesting 
the methodologies are accurate.  They validate the hypothesis that variables such 
as original kettle volume, apparent kettle volume, and basin fill volume can be 
used to arrive at paleo ice volume. 
• The experimental results of the ice block edge effect simulations 2:1 ratio provide 
a rigorous method for predicting stratigraphic discontinuities beneath the slope 
profile inside and along the walls of collapse kettles. 
• By reducing a complex morphological system into distinct variables, this study 
clarifies the complexity of glacial kettles. 
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6. APPENDIX A.  SELECT EXPERIMENTS THAT ILLUSTRATE FOLDED 
STRUCTURES IN GLACIAL KETTLES 
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KE01 Drained glaciolacustrine fines  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright 
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt before being destroyed  
• Fold shape in profile – Open 
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KE02 Saturated glaciolacustrine fines 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright 
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Open to gentle 
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KE03 Air-dry aeolian sand 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright 
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle  
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KE04 Drained aeolian sand  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical until destroyed  
• Fold facing direction – Upright until destroyed 
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle to open until destroyed 
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KE05 Saturated silica #15 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle  
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KE06 Air-dry glaciolacustrine fines  
• Fold shape – Kinked  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Kinked  
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KE13 Air-dry glaciolacustrine fines  
• Fold shape – Destroyed 
• Fold facing direction– Destroyed  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, upright axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Destroyed  
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KE14 Saturated heterogeneous stratified drift - Upper beds are medium-coarse sand 
interbedded with granules.  Lower beds are glaciolacustrine fines. 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical and kinking  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, upright to inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Open   
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KE15 Air-dry silica #15  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, upright axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Open   
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KE16 Air-dry silica #15 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, upright axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Open 
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KE17 Air-dry silica flour 
• Fold shape – Kinked  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, upright axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle, kinked  
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KE18 Air-dry aeolian sand  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical and kinking  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Open to gentle    
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KE19 Air-dry aeolian sand  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE20 Air-dry silica #15   
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE21 Air-dry silica #15  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE22 Air-dry aeolian sand  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE23 Air-dry aeolian sand  
• Fold shape – Kinked  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Kinked   
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KE24 Air-dry silica #15  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE25 Air-dry silica #15 
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE26 Air-dry silica #15  
• Fold shape – Cylindrical  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Gentle    
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KE28 Air-dry silica flour 
• Fold shape – Kinked  
• Fold facing direction – Upright  
• Fold orientation – No plunge, inclined axial tilt  
• Fold shape in profile – Kinked    
 
